Properly installing an impermeable barrier between the plates of a continuous flat-plate thermal diffusion column may substantially increase the separation efficiency by reducing the remixing effect, while still preserving the cascading effect. Theoretical considerations show that when the column is designed with the best barrier position, maximum concentration of top product, minimum concentration of bottom product and maximum degree of separation are obtained simultaneously.
Introduction
Thermal diffusion is an unusual process which can be used to separate mixtures that are hard to separate by means of conventional methods such as distillation or extraction. It was the great achievement of Clusius and Dicker2} to introduce the thermogravitational thermal diffusion column to make this separation process practical. The first complete presentation of the theory of the C-D column was given by Furry et al. 3) A more detailed study of the mechanism of separation in the Clusius-Dickel column indicates that the convective currents actually have two conflicting effects: a desirable cascading effect and an undesirable remixing effect. The convective currents have a multistage effect which is necessary in securing high separation, and it is an essential feature of the Clusius-Dickel column. However, since the convective currents bring down the fluid at the top of the column, where it is rich in one component, to the bottom of the column, where it is rich in the other component, and vice versa, there is a remixing of the shown in Fig. 1 . Feeds are introduced at the center of the column and the products are withdrawn from both ends for each section with the same flow rate.
The use of a truly impermeable barrier, such as a metal sheet, has the effect of producing two open columns side-by-side, the two having equal heat fluxes and a commontemperature at their junction. Since the two sides, sections A and B, are separated everywhere by a barrier permitting heat flow but no mass flow, each will operate independently, with no mass exchange, except for the shared temperature gradient. At steady state, the compositions in each section will therefore depend on the feed composition. where the transport constants are defined as H ^PB^(AViK (10) 6lfiTA
KdtA ~ pDBcoA ( 12) The physical properties in the equations above are evaluated at the reference temperature TA. The temperature difference and reference temperature for section A are easily found by assuming the thermal resistances between the plates in series. Hence, we obtain (AT)K= 0J*{AT) (13) and fA= Tl +K-^ (14) WT)A
2) For section B on the warm side All the equations have the same form as those for section A, except that the subscript "A" is replaced by "B" and
3) For the whole column To compare the separation efficiency with that obtained in the ClusiusDickel column, we may let CfA=CfB=Cf and cr=crA+<jB. Moreover, the mass flow rate between two parallel walls under the same pressure drop is proportional to the cube of the distance between the plates, when only the forced convection is present. Accordingly, we have
Wemay also define the average quantities of products
It is convenient to define the dimensionless groups as (34) It is easy to verify that the equation above is also symmetric around n3=l. In general, the thermal conductivity of the barrier is much larger than that of the mixture. Accordingly, we may let (1 +7r17i2)^1. The graphical solution of Eq. (34) has been calculated and is presented in Fig. 2 with KJKd as parameter. is greater than two, the barrier should be located at the hot or the cold wall, i.e. there is no need to introduce the barrier. This behavior is quite different from that of a batch-type barrier column,9) in which the optimal position of the barrier should be located at the center between the walls, i.e. 7C3=1, for KJKd> S0.
It is easy to verify from Eq. (1) that the degree of separation decreases sharply as the dimensionless product rate o' increases from zero. Accordingly, one may conclude that the relative strength of the forced convection to the natural convection has a profound effect on the separation efficiency, and that reducing VOL 19 NO. 6 1986 such relative strength maylead to improved separation. This is because for a given product rate and fixed temperature gradient between the walls the introduction of an impermeable barrier will substantially decrease both forced and natural convection strengths in each section. Therefore, properly adjusting the barrier position might effectively regulate the relative strength of convections in each section, and consequently leads to improved separation with fixed L' and temperature gradient (or heat consumption). It is concluded that when of increases, the only wayto reduce the relative strength in each section is to movethe barrier toward the hot plate (or cold plate if tt3> 1).
Improvement of Separation
The improvementof separation by operating at the optimal condition is best illustrated by calculating the Substituting these values into Eqs. (3) to (5) Somecalculated results are presented in Table 1 with column length and mass flow rate as parameters.
Discussion
The equation for obtaining the optimal barrier position has been derived and is presented graphically in Fig. 2 with KJKd as the parameter. However, due to the symmetry of the equation around %=1, only values with n3 < 1 are considered. From the figure, it is found that as o'Lf increases, the optimal barrier position will move toward the hot or the cold wall. Eventually, when the value of o'L' is greater than two, the barrier should be located at one of the walls, i.e. there is no need to introduce a barrier. Wehave also calculated the products of the dimensionless flow rate and the degree of separation for the open column and for the improved column operated at the optimal condition. The results are shown graphically in Fig. 2 with KJKd as parameter. It is found that n3 op and '^av.max are insensitive to KJKdwhen its value exceeds one thousand. Onecan also find the optimal position of the barrier from Eq. Basically, the degrees of separation for the improved columns reported in the literature have the same form as Eq. (1) (21) at optimal conditions maximum value at optimal condition
